
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In mid-March, CUNY manage-
ment finally came to the table to for-
mally start negotiations for a new 
contract with our union, the Profes-
sional Staff Congress. Key for the 
“contingent majority” at CUNY is the 
demand for “$7K” – a minimum of 
$7,000 per three-credit course for 
adjuncts – and real job security. Cur-
rent poverty pay for adjuncts aver-
ages around $3,500 per course. 

The formal adoption of the $7K 
demand by the PSC is an important 
step – but it must be put into prac-
tice, and that means fighting to win 
it. In previous issues of this newslet-
ter, CUNY Contingents Unite has discussed what this would mean. The union’s adoption of the $7K de-
mand is a result of years-long efforts by adjunct activists, going back to the campaign the CCU initiated 
in 2014. Unable to live on CUNY’s poverty pay, adjuncts and other “contingent” employees were fed up 
with the ever-increasing inequalities enshrined in, and deepened by, each successive contract agreed to 
by the leadership of the union.  We stressed that the $7K demand must be  “a bottom-line point in the 
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The Taylor Law: What It Is and 

How to Smash It 

r Must Go! 

   At December 4, 2017 union contract campaign march. 

$7K or Strike! 

Vote “YES” on the “$7K or Strike” Resolution in the GC PSC Chapter 
CUNY Contingents Unite urges all members of the Graduate Center PSC chapter to vote “Yes” on 

the resolution supporting the call for the union to go on strike if CUNY management does not agree 

to the demand for a minimum of $7K per course. As we argued in the last issue of The Advance, it is 

crucial to get PSC chapters on record for this demand. All those fighting to end adjunct poverty 

should back the resolution for the GC chapter, which is to come up for a vote at its April 26 meet-

ing. This or similar initiatives should be spread to chapters throughout CUNY.  



contract fight.” What would a real fight to win this de-
mand require? Up against powerful opponents, argu-
ments about justice, equity and the obvious rightness 
of our case for $7K would not bring victory. It’s a ques-
tion of power.  

Thus, we argued that winning requires  “bring[ing] 
in large numbers of undergrads from across the CUNY 
system ... connecting the push for 7K to the fight for 
no tuition, for open admissions, and against the racist 
and anti-immigrant repression that targets large num-
bers of CUNY students and their families.” It requires 
actively “link[ing] up with HEOs, CLTs and other sec-
tors of the PSC, fighting the two-tier system’s divide-
and-conquer logic all down the line.” It requires mobi-
lizing “together with campus workers who are mainly 
members of DC37, UNITE-HERE and other unions.” 
And it requires rejecting the ivory-tower outlook im-
bued by academia, and actually connecting up with 
the power and struggles of the working class and op-
pressed throughout the city and beyond. This is espe-
cially crucial given that a real fight for $7K “would in-
evitably come up against the New York State Taylor 
Law.” (See “Fighting to Win the Struggle for $7K,” The 
Advance, October 2017.) 
 Instead, the union leadership’s primary strategy 
for $7K presently centers on lobbying state represent-

atives in Albany on April 24. The history of labor strug-
gle shows that lobbying Democratic politicians falls flat 
on its face as a strategy, failing to mobilize labor’s 
power in the quest to win crucial demands. 

At the December 4, 2017 contract campaign 
march called by the PSC, a contingent of CCU and stu-
dent activists led militant chants of “7K or Strike!” and 
“Smash the Taylor Law!” After the march reached Ba-
ruch College, where CUNY’s Board of Trustees was 
meeting, the contingent led a large part of the crowd 
in chanting the “7K or Strike” slogan. The union lead-
ership was clearly unsettled by the chant, which cuts 
against the strategy of requesting elected officials to 
“do the right thing.” Moreover, the anti-strike Taylor 
Law is administered by both the Democratic and Re-
publican parties. This was shown in the 2005 NYC 
transit workers strike, when Republican mayor Mi-
chael Bloomberg worked with Democratic state attor-
ney general Eliot Spitzer to jail the striking union’s 
president and impose heavy fines and penalties on the 
union and its members. 

A Weapon in Bosses’ Anti-Labor Arsenal 
New York is one of 24 states with laws “illegaliz-

ing” public employee strikes. New York State’s Taylor 
Law grew out of a previous anti-strike law, the Con-
don-Wadlin Act, which failed to prevent the victorious  
  

Part of the CCU and student contingent at December 4, 2017 PSC contract campaign rally outside Baruch. 



transit workers strike of 1966. In that historic battle, 
jailed strike leader Mike Quill famously declared: “The 
judge can drop dead in his black robes. I don’t care if I 
rot in jail. I will not call off the strike.” Hanging tough, 
the workers brought the city to a standstill – and won. 

The very next year, the ruling class rolled out the 
Taylor Law as a new and improved weapon against 
public employee strikes. Section 210, “Prohibition of 
Strikes,” begins: “No public employee or employee or-
ganization shall engage in a strike, and no public em-
ployee or employee organization shall cause, instigate, 
encourage, or condone a strike.” It further states: “For 
the purpose of [the law], an employee who is absent 
from work without permission, or who abstains wholly 
or in part from the performance of his duties in his nor-
mal manner without permission, on the date or dates 
when a strike occurs, shall be presumed to have en-
gaged in such strike on such date or dates.” 

 Yet labor leaders have essentially made a devil’s 
bargain regarding the Taylor Law, often arguing that 
it’s not so bad after all as it  contains provisions making 
it easier to bring in new membership sectors, collect 
dues and “stabilize” labor relations. Additionally, the 
1982 Triborough Amendment to the Taylor Law man-
dates public employers to maintain the terms of ex-
pired contracts until new ones are negotiated. Thus, 
when CUNY contract negotiations continued for years 
without a settlement, the old contract remained in ef-
fect, as pressure built to sign something, anything.  

By buckling under to the prohibition of public 
workers’ most fundamental weapon – the strike – the 
labor officialdom helped cement the subjugation of 
the working class to the capitalist state, reinforcing 
this with loyal political subordination of labor to the 
bosses’ Democratic Party. 

At CUNY, the Taylor Law helps back up the gro-
tesque two-tier labor system, which management 
uses to divide and conquer us all. The truth is there is 
no way to dismantle that system within the boss-dic-
tated “rules of the game,” in which the Taylor Law 
looms large. The fight for $7K, and to do away with the 
adjunct poverty that is the foundation for two-tier la-
bor, cannot be won within the framework of “regular” 
trade unionism, or simply at the bargaining table. 

What West Virginia Teachers Taught 
The labor movement has been electrified by the 

teachers strike in West Virginia. It’s a state whose su-
preme court declared “Public employees have no right 
to strike” in 1990, after a Democratic attorney general 
asked it to declare illegal “any strike or concerted work 

stoppage by the public teachers of this state.” After a 
revolt inside the union led to the strike, the state’s rul-
ers faced the prospect of jailing 30,000 teachers – and 
decided not to try. The WV teachers won a real 
(though still limited) victory – not least because they 
showed you can wage an “illegal” strike and win. This 
example has helped helping inspire walkouts and 
struggles in Oklahoma, Kentucky and Arizona, as the 
impact continues to spread. 

Here in New York, to take on the Taylor Law is a 
serious proposition. It requires the will to wage a hard 
struggle. It requires a real study of the history and les-
sons of past struggles. It requires in-depth organiza-
tion, preparation, and systematic winning over of large 
numbers of adjuncts and others throughout the bot-
tom tiers of CUNY’s labor system. This can lay the basis 
for gaining significant numbers of those further up in 
the scale to helping win the fight. Winning requires se-
rious, principled and savvy work in the union, without 
being bound by its bureaucratic structures, while 
firmly rejecting anti-union schemes or reliance on the 
bosses’ politicians and government. A winning strat-
egy means working to build class-struggle leadership. 

As some West Virginia teachers pointed out, un-
ions themselves used to be illegal. The way you win the 
right to strike is by striking, and doing so with enough 
power to prevail. To defeat and smash the Taylor Law, 
we need to connect with the power of those who 
make this city run. The ruling class can go a long time 
without college essays being graded. It can’t go with-
out construction, phone service, subways and buses, 
taxis, restaurants, domestic workers and the rest of 
the multiracial, largely immigrant working class.  

Pie in the sky? Hardly. Thousands of construction 
workers are rallying against union-busting at Hudson 
Yards. Spectrum workers have been on strike for over 
a year. Verizon workers have struck repeatedly in re-
cent years. NYC taxi workers are up in arms against the 
destruction of their livelihood. Immigrant restaurant 
and warehouse workers have waged inspiring strug-
gles from the Hot and Crusty bakery to B&H Photo. 
Subway and bus workers – and riders! – are fed up 
with the predations of the MTA. The daughters and 
sons of this working class are the quarter million stu-
dents at CUNY.  

Adjuncts can’t win $7K on our own. But we can win 
it. It requires a full-on upheaval at CUNY, spilling well 
beyond the university, helping bring out the power of 
the workers and oppressed against the lords of capital 
who run roughshod over us all. It’s about time.  



Sinister “Signature” Program at Baruch 
CIA Out of CUNY, Now! 

 In August 2017, the Central Intelligence Agency is-
sued a press release announcing that CUNY’s Baruch 
College is the most recent campus to pilot the 
Agency’s “Signature Schools Program.” The Baruch 
deal – the latest episode in the drive to militarize CUNY 
– came nearly a year after the CIA launched the pro-
gram at the University of New Mexico. The University 
of Illinois-Chicago has also signed on. 
 The CIA PR statement quoted Baruch president 
Mitchel Wallerstein: “I am certain that in the years to 
come, the CIA-Baruch Signature School Program will 
provide our students with numerous, exciting career 
options both in the US and abroad.”  
 What does this new partnership actually mean? 
Just take a look at the whole history of the CIA. It 
means that the notorious spy agency is seeking to ex-
ploit CUNY students’ and faculty members’ different 
national and ethnic backgrounds to more effectively 
infiltrate, spy on, torture and murder those deemed to 
stand in the way of racist U.S. imperialism. Making Ba-
ruch a staging ground for the CIA simultaneously poses 
an acute danger to students, faculty and workers at 
Baruch and throughout CUNY, many of whose families 
come from countries and populations targeted by the 
spy agency and other repressive forces.  
 Baruch faculty became aware of the administra-
tion’s nefarious alliance with “The Company” over 
winter break, and discussed it at a meeting in February 
2018. Opposition has also grown in the Baruch chapter 
of the PSC, and among other activists. In March, the 
CUNY Struggle group, based at the Graduate Center, 
published excerpts from the CIA-Baruch “Memoran-
dum of Understanding” on its website. This includes 
plans to “conduct on-campus interviews; information 
sessions; workshops; simulations; and networking ac-
tivities” with student and professional organizations. 

It is inconceivable that Baruch would have made 
this deal without involvement from the very top of the 
CUNY administration and Board of Trustees. Mean-
while, the CIA boasts that it has already been carrying 
out recruitment at CUNY. All files on this must be 
opened up and published now! 
 Defending our university from the CIA incursion is 
a vital task in solidarity with working and oppressed 
people around the world, and in defense of the rights 
of us all here at CUNY. The PSC needs to take a clear 
and unambiguous stand against this latest attempt to 
make CUNY a “war college.” Students, faculty and 
workers need to carry out massive protest and expo-
sure, demanding: CIA (and all spy, police and other re-
pressive agencies) Out of CUNY, Now! 

“CUNY Food Workers Complain of Poor 
Conditions and Low Wages” – NYT 

  It’s not news to cafeteria and other food workers 
at CUNY, but recently the New York Times (28 March) 
ran an article quoting workers at Kingsborough, 
Queens, City Tech and other CUNY campuses about 
the poverty wages and lousy working conditions they 
face. Everyone at CUNY should be aware of this situa-
tion. Active solidarity with the food workers is also 
connected to the issues facing the low-paid “contin-
gent majority” of CUNY faculty, together with stu-
dents, staff and other campus workers. 
 Naturally, CUNY tries to offload responsibility for 
what happens in its cafeterias onto the food-service 
companies it subcontracts. These ruthless firms super-
exploit the largely African American, Latino and 
women workers whose underpaid labor in dangerous 
and often unsanitary conditions brings more profit to 
the owners.  
 On January 31, a protest of 60 workers, students 
and labor activists was carried out in the LaGuardia 
Community College cafeteria, in support of workers 
employed by the MBJ company there. Among the is-
sues raised was MBJ management using one of the 
dirtiest tricks in the bosses’ books: trying to intimidate 
workers seeking to unionize by demanding that undoc-
umented brothers and sisters provide Social Security 
numbers. 
 At Hunter College, the AVI Foodsystems company 
that runs food service on campus has announced that 
it plans to leave by the beginning of Fall 2018. Which 
other company will take its place is apparently not yet 
decided. CUNY activists should recall the fight Hunter 
cafeteria workers – who are members of UNITE HERE 
Local 100 – carried out in 2009 to stop AVI’s assault on 
their health benefits. 
 Back in 2009 the CCU helped bring out students 
and faculty to support the Hunter cafeteria workers. 
Large, loud protests, together with signatures from a 
thousand students and faculty, and plans to escalate 
the struggle, eventually forced the company to back 
down on its attempt to slash healthcare. 

That campaign set the stage for more solidarity. 
Unlike activists hemmed in by the ivory-tower outlook, 
Hunter cafeteria workers sent representatives to sup-
port immigrant workers’ organizing drives at the Hot 
and Crusty bakery/restaurant, Bröd Kitchen and else-
where. It’s a little taste of the potential power of NYC’s 
multiracial working class – the power we all need to 
win. 

 

Support the cafeteria workers!

 
Write to CUNY Contingents Unite: cunycontingents@gmail.com         Labor donated 


